
State security agent reiterates
intentions behind "peaceful"
march in Cuba
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Dr. Carlos Leonardo Vazquez

Havana, November 2 (RHC)—Cuba provided more evidence on Monday proving the links of notorious
terrorist organizations and their representatives with the promoters of a march called on the island for
November 15.

The ties between Yunior Garcia, leader of the Archipelago platform, with terrorists who have a history of
aggression against the island and think tanks that promote U.S. political subversion were further
explained on prime time T.V., as part of the series "Razones de Cuba."
 
Carlos Leonardo Vázquez disclosed more elements. Revealing that he has been an agent of Cuban
Security for 25 years, the oncologist and specialist in General Integral Medicine said that Yunior seeks



confrontation with the Revolutionary Armed Forces  (FAR) and the Ministry of the Interior (MININT),
following the manuals of experts in destabilizing governments.

In 2019, he participated along with Garcia at a workshop in Madrid sponsored by the American University
of Saint Louis that gathered other doctors, journalists, historians to learn about "the role of the armed
forces in a transition process."

The counterrevolutionary Manuel Cuesta, who since 2014 works for the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) and orchestrated the provocative plans against the summits of the Community of Latin
American and the Caribbean States in Havana, and the Summit of the Americas, in Panama, also
attended the event.

Vázquez recalled that then, Yunior García revealed to Cuesta his admiration "as a political dissident" and
that he acknowledged that, upon his return to the island, "he was going to devote himself to the
counterrevolution."

The Cuban doctor revealed that the intention of the march, first planned for next November 20 and whose
realization was not authorized, seeks to "provoke chaos, the disobedience in the society." 

"I make this public denunciation so that people do not allow themselves to be deceived by leaders created
by manuals because Cuba will never be intervened by the great enemy to the North," the doctor stressed
on the T.V. segment.

The program offered other evidence on how the U.S. government, agencies with a democratic facade,
legislators, and terrorists of the anti-Cuban mob constantly encourage actions to destroy the Cuban
Revolution.

It also showed Garcia's encounter at the residence of U.S. Chargé d'affaires in Havana with Alexander
Agustine Marceil, a State Department official.

Razones de Cuba noted that it was no coincidence that Yunior Garcia is a playwright as Václav Havel,
 the Czech dissident who later became the last President of Czekoslovaquioa before its dissolution.

As a State Security agent, the doctor warned that with the unrest, march organizers want international
organizations to apply sanctions that could justify military intervention and establish an alternative
government in the Caribbean island.
 

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/nacionales/275794-state-security-agent-reiterates-intentions-
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